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Today, I shall write a story.
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1 - Friday

Friday is an awesome day, its the very last day of the week
it always makes me feel great this way :)
this poem doesn't rhyme well. oh well like some people say.
maybe nobody cares if a poem doesn't rhyme today?
because today, is the one and only, Friday.
on Friday everyone must go to work, some the kids go to school
some of the dorky teens, on Flyff do a duel.
Us who work at home, go use the computer for a learning tool
but mostly everyone, is feeling pretty darn cool,
we know that today when the sun finally sets and Twilight bursts free
we all get to go home, sit and think about "Me"
we get to sit on the couch, play video games, watch TV drink a soda
or just do whatever we want, its America um.... all praise Yoda?
anywho this is the land of the free, and this on a Friday, is sure to promote a Wii
we on a friday, can finally break free, be ready for the oncoming weekend. its gonna be
WHOOPEEE!!
and now i finish this very bizzare poem, with a happy goodbye and goodluck to all of you Friday goers.
Happy Friday, to you Fellow people of this land, don't drink to much soda, it'll make you a very fat man.

I mean have an awesome weekend, my fellow Americans.
now I hope someone out there who will find this peom. will translate it so other people can read it as
well?
cuz i sure can't understand it,have a good time at Taco Bell :S
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